
The cult product that saw beauty lovers 
everywhere go into a frenzy after it sold-out 
globally in less than a month, is coming back to 
New Zealand very soon.

Prioritise your beauty sleep and roll out of bed to 
tame your mane effortlessly, in a matter of 
minutes with the ghd glide. Second day styling 
has never been so effortless! 

And while you’re patiently awaiting the re-stock, 
we’ve included some time-saving hair hacks 
below, that can help you to spend more time 
counting sheep. 
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From August 12th head to the finest salons or 
ghdhair.com/nz to pick up your own

RRP: $260 NZ

For further information and hi-res imagery please contact: 
jessicac@thisismango.co.nz
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6 TIME-SAVING
Let’s face it, getting out of bed in the morning is never easy,  
even if we are met by bright sunshine outside. If you’d rather  
lose the time from anywhere but time snuggled in bed, follow  
ghd’s time saving hacks to shave time off your hair routine  
without compromising your look.

Invest in a quality hairdryer for fast and efficient drying  
and to reduce heat damage. The ghd air hairdryer  
($265 NZD) has a powerful professional-strength motor 
and  patented removable air filter that delivers high
pressure  air flow for super-fast drying, while advanced 
ionic  technology reduces frizz and flyaways to give a
smooth

INVEST IN A QUALITY1HAIRDRYER

Using the nozzle of your hairdryer concentrates the  air
flow and channels heat directly to where you need  it
for a super-speedy blow-dry. Follow the dryer in the  
direction of the hair (from root to end – facing down  
the hair) using the ghd oval dressing brush ($45 NZD)
for added shine and smoothness.

DON’T FORGET2 THE NOZZLE

If you’re tight on time but don’t want to
go without your beachy waves, size down  on 
the barrel of your curling tong. Use the  ghd 
curve classic curl tong ($285 NZD), take

bigger sections and wrap them around  the
tong without using the clamp.This  cuts
down on styling time as you don’t  have to 
take tiny sections and be  uniformed with 
the pattern.

3CURLING

Straightening your hair whenyou’re
in a rush can be tricky – you might
find unruly curls take several passes
to get them completely straight. The
plates of ghd platinum+ ($385 NZD)
are advanced and have intelligent
ultra-zone technology tomaintain
a safer-for-hair heat consistently and  
evenly from root to tip – this means that  
the temperature is maintained along the  
plate and only one pass over the hair is
needed to style, reducing the amount of heat  
your hair is exposed to.

4SLEEK
KEEP IT

No time to wash your hair and dry 
shampoo  alone isn’t doing the trick? 
Apply a generous  amount of ghd root 
lift spray ($30 NZD) to the  root, turn
your head upside down and brush

out using the ghd paddle brush ($45
NZD). This  gives an instant root lift for
volume that lasts.

5THE VOLUME

If time is of the essence, focus your
styling attention  on the sections 
around your face and at the top of  
your head. Concentrate on creating a
polished look  by smoothing out the 
top layer of your hair using  ghd 
platinum + ($385 NZD) as it will cover 
any unruly strands underneath.

FRAME YOUR6FACE
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